ANAGRAM QUIZ 22 (R)

ANIL
Perth, Australia

Easier this time as I offer a major clue: all answers begin with R. As usual, the clues are hints or definitions as well as anagrams of the answers. Zips (concatenated anagrams) are separated by a |. #33 is a nonce noun. (2/6) indicates an eight letter word made up of two parts as a hint.

1. Ere tab rate, be beater. (6)
2. I’m rate (cents). (11)
3. Tone regainer (12) ——
4. Rescind o’er? (10)
5. Redo meld (2/6)
6. E’er prate (8)
7. A sired (6)
8. Layers (6)
9. Startle (7)
10. Parries (7)
11. Ran “Let” (6)
12. ‘Tiger men’ (8)
13. “Art lies!” (7)
14. Ran reach. (7, 1)
15. Ye mend rig. (9)
16. You’re all! you are! (“4 3”)
17. Rest anti, stress “Ain’t!” (9)
18. Arm no side, ram no side (9)
19. Win regard (drew a grin) (9) ——
20. “And” turned and turned. (9)
21. Man ‘n’ groin ran coming. (9)
22. Rare ‘up’ treat, purger up art (7)
23. Its units to return to # I sites (12)
24. Disturb, retie (ie, but stirred) (12)
25. “O, no rich quest. I alert.” (10 8)
26. Ring coders, or “CD reigns!” (10)
27. Err, felt “Ug!”, felt “Gr!”’, rue. (9)
28. L. [n.] if re-ran; 2. [vb] rein far (7)
29. “A rider-darer, I, dire, rajd arier.” (6)
30. Once = rut. Con true ‘cut’ re no. (2/5)
31. Slap e’er repels a pleaser as ‘leper’. (7)
32. Ingrain me, ‘m reining ajim-range in. (9)
33. Understand understand (Understand?) (10) ——
34. ‘Mid ‘I’ screen I scene, dim re-minder (sic). (10)
35. Clue: a past-tier-up relates act I recite at a plus. (13)
36. Sore, cross, an unsane scorn, sour one roars, cuss’n. (9/4)
ANSWERS
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1. rebate
2. remittances
3. regeneration
4. reconsider
5. remolded
6. repartee
7. raised
8. relays
9. rattles
10. rapiers
11. rental
12. regiment
13. realist
14. rancher, a
15. remedying
16. "real you"
17. resistant
18. randomise
19. rewarding
20. redundant
21. romancing
22. rapture
23. restitutions
24. redistribute
25. rhetorical question
26. recordings
27. regretful
28. refrain
29. raider
30. recount
31. repeals
32. remaining
33. redundants
34. reminisced
35. recapitulates
36. rancorousness